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Ansaldo STS bidder Hitachi weighs options as court decision on price awaited Story  

 Hitachi weighing market acquisitions, new offer or status quo 

 Consob fielding questions on Hitachi's ability to stake build 

 EUR 13 per share indicated as palatable price level for funds   
 

Hitachi [TYO:6501] has yet to decide whether to launch a new takeover offer for Ansaldo STS 
[BIT:STS], sit with its current 46% stake, or increase the stake via on-market buys, a Tokyo-
based spokesperson for the Japanese conglomerate said.  
 
Hitachi has a 46% stake in Ansaldo after its EUR 9.68 mandatory offer for the Italian railway 
technology company completed on 14 March. The Japanese company had aimed to secure 
90% to guarantee a delisting of Ansaldo, or 66.7% to enable it to control the Italian company’s 
general meetings and potentially force through a delisting.  
 
Its plans were derailed by a number of funds including Bluebell, Elliott and Amber, which 
opposed the mandatory bid price. Elliott is reported to hold almost 30% of Ansaldo STS 
shares.  
 
Legally, Hitachi can buy shares on the market at the current market price, according to its 
spokesperson.  
 
Italian market regulator Consob has been fielding investor enquiries on whether Hitachi can 
cross the 50% threshold without triggering a new mandatory offer, a person familiar with the 
Italian regulator said.  
 
A shareholder with between 30% and 50% ownership can increase its holding in an Italian 
company by a maximum 5% per year without triggering a mandatory offer, two independent 
Italian corporate lawyers said. The next mandatory bid threshold is 90%, one added.  
 
However, a grey area in the law is whether Hitachi can take an additional 5% stake within a 
year of the tender offer, it was noted. If Hitachi does purchase shares on market above its 
previous offer price within six months, it would have to top up Ansaldo investors who had 
tendered into that offer, one of the lawyers noted.  
 
But, owning 46% or taking majority control with a 50% plus one share stake might make little 
difference to Hitachi, one of the lawyers said. Greater benefit would be seen if it can control 
two-thirds of an Ansaldo STS general meeting, along with the ability to pass resolutions, he 
said.  
 
At 46%, Hitachi will be able to control board appointments. But other minority investors are 
set to enforce that the company is run in the interests of all shareholders, it is understood. As 
a competitor and minority shareholder, Hitachi should not be allowed to transfer certain 
technological knowledge and value across from STS, it was said.  
 
The motivation to increase its stake to a simple majority may come as questions are 
beginning to be asked over whether a rival suitor could re-look at Ansaldo, given that Hitachi 
failed to gain a majority stake. A handful of strategic players in Europe and Asia looked at 
STS when Finmeccanica [BIT:FNC] put its 40% stake up for sale together with less desirable 
asset Ansaldo Breda.  
 
It was suggested that rivals may be prepared to offer a much higher price for Ansaldo STS 
now that a deal would not also include Breda. Funds publicly argued that the price offered for 
Finmeccanica’s stake in STS was kept artificially low by overvaluing Breda. Bluebell argued  
 



 

 
that STS should be valued at EUR 15 per share given the perceived relative overvaluation of 
Breda against the undervaluation of STS.  
 
In its offer document, Hitachi outlined its original EUR 9.50 offer was comparable to peer 
trading multiples. However, it was argued to this news service that any bid to gain control 
should come at a control premium to these multiples. Hitachi raised the EUR 9.50 offer to 
EUR 9.68 on 2 March to include a dividend payment.  
 
Wabtec’s [NYSE:WAB] acquisition of Faiveley [EPA:LEY] announced in 2015, and Siemens’ 
[ETR:SIE] 2012 acquisition of Invensys Rail Group point to potential valuations either side of 
EUR 13 per share for Ansaldo STS, Dealreporter analytics show.  
 
Using Ansaldo STS FY14 figures and applying a Faiveley EV/EBIT multiple of 18.9x would 
imply an offer for Ansaldo STS at EUR 13.2 per share, Dealreporter analytics show. An 
Invensys Rail EV/EBIT multiple of 16.1x implies EUR 11.5 per Ansaldo STS share. The 
average multiple is 17.5x, implying a price of EUR 12.4 per Ansaldo share, analytics show.  
Using Ansaldo FY15 annual figures published after the initial offer, the Faiveley multiple 
would value Ansaldo shares at EUR 14.5, and the Invensys multiple at EUR 12.6. The 
average would imply EUR 13.6 per share, according to Dealreporter analytics.  
 
A new offer from Hitachi or another player at around the EUR 13 per share level has been 
indicated to this news service as being more palatable to the funds.  
 
However, any rival would come up against a Japanese conglomerate that might be unwilling 
to concede defeat so quickly, it was noted. This lends to the possibility that one route for 
Ansaldo STS could be partnerships with other parties if the ownership impasse stands. This 
could include with Hitachi Rail, among others, it was suggested.  
 
In its public statements, Elliott had argued the strategic benefit from combining STS with 
Hitachi’s Rail division should be open to all shareholders with STS remaining a public 
company.  
 
As the dust settles following the tender offer, a key date is 17 May when an Italian court is set 
to decide on whether to uphold a Consob ruling that Hitachi should raise its offer price to EUR 
9.899 per share, higher than that, or keep it at the current offer level.  
 
The Consob ruling came after Bluebell Partners and Amber Capital appealed to the regulator 
for the offer price to be reviewed. At issue is whether Finmeccanica agreed to a lower price 
for the STS stake to get Hitachi to also agree to buy Breda.  
 
Ansaldo STS did not return a request for comment. Elliott and Bluebell declined to comment. 
Amber did not return a request for comment.  


